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Structure of a source-driven magnetized oblique presheath
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A source-driven magnetized presheath is analyzed in an obliquely incident magnetic field. The conventional
fluid treatments of the collisionless and collisional magnetized presheath use standard fluid equations to
recover the velocity profiles that satisfy the Bohm sheath criterion at the electrostatic sheath edge. In a purely
source-driven collisionless presheath, however, there is no mechanism to redistribute the change in parallel
energy in the perpendicular direction and therefore the boundary values of flow velocities are strong functions
of angle of incidence. In the present treatment, numerical solutions are obtained for a set of fluid equations
derived from the moment description of a generalized gyrokinetic equation. The density, velocity, and tem-
perature profiles in a source-driven presheath are computed, which show a dependence on the angle of inci-
dence of the magnetic field on a perfectly absorbing solid surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific interests related to the material plasma inter
tion are as old as the history of laboratory plasma exp
ments itself. Standard notions now exist about the mec
nism of plasma-wall interaction and formation of a
electrostatic sheath in an unmagnetized plasma. With the
creasing importance of strong magnetic fields in modern
periments, many of these standard unmagnetized result
also in use without much modifications for modeling t
boundary region of strongly magnetized plasmas. An e
complicated configuration, where the strong confining m
netic field is incident obliquely on the target surface, is p
ferred in the modern fusion experiments in order to minim
the incident heat flux. Similar configurations are also e
countered, for example, on the surface of a spacecraft
receives the flux of plasma along the earth’s magnetic fi
A considerable interest therefore has been in analyzing
sheath and presheath structures in magnetized plasmas

The magnetized counterparts of conventional sheath
presheath theories are widely discussed and have been
tral to many investigations relating to magnetized plasm
wall interaction. Most of the discussion related to the ma
netized presheath and its connection to the classical B
sheath is based on the standard fluid model of the ma
tized plasma-wall interaction. Using the standard flu
model, Chodura@1# successfully explained the results of h
particle in cell simulation of a magnetized presheath, obta
ing a requirement of supersonic parallel flow velocity at t
entrance to a quasineutral, collisionless region called
‘‘magnetic presheath.’’ In Chodura’s simulation the magne
presheath was seen as the region where both ions and
trons flow with equal velocity (ue5ui). Further downstream
existed a narrow region where the flow velocity of electro
exceeded that of the ions (ue.ui). This imbalance results in
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a finite space charge as the flux,nu, of both electrons and
ions remains conserved. Chodura thus concluded that t
exists a double structure comprising a quasineutral magn
presheath and a space charge dominated Debye sheath
that a purely parallel flow in a magnetic presheath is
flected to become normal to the solid surface in order
satisfy the classical Bohm criterion@2#. A fluid approxima-
tion presented by Chodura@1# used standard fluid equation
for electrons and ions to explain the numerical observatio
Chodura presented a wavelike analysis to show that i
collisionless regime, the conventional fluid model yields
requirement of supersonic parallel flow,ui>cs , at the en-
trance to the quasineutral magnetic presheath, wherecs
5@(Te1gTi)/mi #

1/2, Te is the electron temperature,Ti is the
ion temperature,mi is the ion mass, andg is the ratio of
specific heats at constant pressure and at constant volum
the ions.

The fluid model was used also by Riemann@3#, who pre-
sented the theory of a collisional magnetized presheath.
mann showed that the requirement of supersonic para
flow could be avoided if a velocity driving mechanism~col-
lisions or ionization! is included within the presheath region
The explicit inclusion of collisions in Riemann’s analys
provides a mechanism for the flow velocity to grow from
subsonic value to the required boundary value. In the co
sionless limit, Riemann also recovered the Chodura criter
using purely time independent arguments.

The Chodura and Riemann models for the magneti
presheath essentially provide connectivity to the class
Bohm criterion, thus the structure beyond the Bohm po
(ux5cs , where ux is the ion flow velocity normal to the
solid surface! sees no effect of the intensity or the orientati
of the magnetic field. However, there are observations wh
a finite departure from the conventional results could
seen. For example, in an observation on Joint Europ
Torus ~JET!, Harbour and Loarte@4# reported that for the
grazing incidence, the parallel Mach number at the high fi
side limiter plate could be substantially subsonic. They
tribute this behavior of the boundary flow to either an i
creased magnetic field intensity or a very grazing incide
of the magnetic field to the limiter surface~see also Ref.@5#!.
n
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FIG. 1. Geometry of the magnetize
presheath.
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It is also important to notice that a nonconventional tre
ment of the magnetized sheath by Hollandet al. @6# recovers
no equivalent of the Bohm condition in the case of extrem
grazing incidence, whereas, the conventional fluid model
sentially connects to the Bohm criterion at the entrance
magnetized sheath. These examples suggest that ther
regimes where a rather careful fluid approach is required

The departure from conventional results in strong m
netic fields indicates that the extent of magnetization of
ions plays an important role in determining the mechan
of plasma-wall interaction. Finite effects of the intensity a
the obliqueness of the magnetic field thus appear on
boundary conditions at the material surface. An analysis
the intensity of collisional processes in the edge plasma f
typical fusion device@7# estimates that for the charge e
change processes a typical plasma density of
31013 cm23 would yield an ion mean free pathlcx
525 cm. At the same time, with a typical magnetic field
2 T and an ion temperature of 100 eV, the mean ion Larm
radiusr i'1021 cm. These values give a ratio of the me
free time between ion-neutral collisions to the ion gyrop
riod, tcx /tg52.53102. The above analysis indicates th
collisions may play only a marginal role as a velocity drive
in strongly magnetized configurations. In view of these
sults it becomes important to analyze the behavior of bou
ary conditions in a separate kind of presheath, where
velocity driver does not inject a net momentum into the s
tem. Results of the present study show that the bound
values in a purely source-driven collisionless system do
cover a finite dependence on the angle of incidenceu, as
opposed to the conventional~collisional! treatment where the
normal flow is generally obtained to approach a superso
value in order to satisfy the Bohm criterion.

However, a collisionless fluid treatment is not trivial an
requires some special considerations regarding the mom
description of the underlying kinetic model. In the prese
paper we investigate a magnetized presheath driven ma
by a uniform source of plasma. An alternate set of fluid eq
tions, as derived from the moment description of a gyro
netic equation, is used for ions. Since large cross-field d
are present in a magnetized oblique presheath, a genera
gyrokinetic approach as prescribed by Bernstein and C
@8# is employed, which admits the presence of large d
velocities. Collisions are included only marginally so as n
to affect the kinetic ordering of the colliding ions. In the lim
of normal incidence, where the higher order drift effects va
ish, it becomes possible to compare our results with the
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magnetized presheath solutions obtained by Scheuer
Emmert@9#, who developed a set of fluid equations for co
lisional and collisionless presheath plasma assuming sep
parallel and perpendicular energies. The present paper i
ganized as follows. In Sec. II, the standard fluid model
considered to derive and briefly discuss the Chodura cr
rion. The fluid equations are derived using the moment
scription of a gyrokinetic equation in Sec. III. The procedu
for the numerical solution of fluid equations is described
Sec. IV and the results are presented and discussed in Se

II. STANDARD FLUID MODEL AND CHODURA
CRITERION

The condition of supersonic ion parallel flows at the ma
netized presheath edge derived originally by Chodura@1# can
be obtained in a simpler way by considering the continu
and momentum equations in the conventional collisionl
form

“•~nsus!50, ~1!

msus•“us5qs~E1us3B!2“ps /ns , ~2!

whereq, m, n, u, andp are the charge, mass, density, flo
velocity, and pressure of the speciess, respectively. In this
section and in the rest of the paper we follow the geometry
described in Fig. 1. Thex axis is chosen to be normal to th
solid surface, while they axis points towards inside of th
plane of the figure. The magnetic fieldB is incident making
an angleu with the solid surface. A field aligned set of un
vectors (êi ,ê1 ,êy) is chosen for the simplicity, such thatêi

5ê13êy . The components of the ion force equation~2! in
the coordinates (êi ,ê1 ,êy) can now be written for a one
dimensional case by definingui , u1 , uy , andux as the com-
ponents ofui along the directions,êi , ê1 , êy , and êx , re-
spectively,

miniuxui85sinuniqiE2sinu pi8 , ~3!

miniuxu185cosuniqiE2cosupi81niqiuyB, ~4!

miniuxuy852niqiu1B, ~5!

where the prime denotes a differentiation with respect tox.
Following Chodura’s arguments@1# we assume the electron
to have a Boltzmann distribution@i.e., ne5n0exp(2qef/Te),
2-2
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wheref is electrostatic potential andTe is the electron tem-
perature# and the presheath to be quasineutral~i.e., ni5ne).
Considering now the adiabatic equation of state

ps85gsTsns8 ~6!

allows Eq.~3! to be written as

minuxui85sinu~Te1g iTi !n8. ~7!

At the presheath entrance, the boundary conditions con
tent with an undisturbed plasma demand a purely para
flow into the presheath. Accordingly, at the presheath ed

u105uy050 and ux05ui0sinu. ~8!

Substitutingn8 from the continuity equation~1! and evalu-
ating Eq.~7! at the presheath edge@i.e., using~8!# yields

~ui0
2 2cs

2!ui850. ~9!

Clearly forui8 to be finite at the presheath edge it is requir
that

ui05cs , ~10!

which is the marginal form of the condition derived by Ch
dura and Riemann.

It is also clear from Eqs.~3! and~4! that thex component
of Eq. ~2! becomes

~ux
22cs

2!ux85cosuV iuy , ~11!

such that the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~11! resembles a
velocity driver which allows the subsonicux in the magnetic
presheath~hereV i5qiB/mi). However the parallel velocity
ui still requires to be supersonic unless a similar term
pears in Eq.~9! representing a velocity driver such as col
sions or ionization. The generalization of the condition~10!
allowing supersonic parallel flow at the magnetic preshe
edge (ui>cs) can also be understood immediately@10#. It
can be readily shown that if acceleration alongy (E3B in-
ertia term! on the lhs of Eq.~5! is assumed finite at the
presheath edge, Eqs.~5! and ~4! suggest thatu18 is finite. In
this case Eq.~9! is replaced by

~ux
22sin2ucs

2!5u18cosu/ui8 , ~12!

i.e., the flow velocity at the magnetic presheath edge wo
depend upon the asymptotic behavior of ratiou18cosu/ui8 as
appearing on the rhs of Eq.~12!. However, an asymptotic
solution demanding thatu18cosu/ui8 should approach zero a
the presheath edge would always require the parallel flow
be equal tocs .

Since the standard fluid description~e.g., Braginskii@11#!
is obtained by the procedure of Chapman and Cowling@12#,
i.e., by using a formal expansion of the plasma distribut
function f about an equilibrium distribution in the paramet
l/L ~wherel is the collision mean free path andL is the
scale of variation for the macroscopic plasma paramete!,
the conventional fluid approach is suitable for a highly c
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lisional regime where the collision frequency dominates
ion gyrofrequency@13#. As in the rest of this paper we aim t
investigate a purely source-driven, collisionless~weakly col-
lisional! presheath in a strongly magnetized regime, we
an alternate set of fluid equations obtained from the mom
description of a generalized gyrokinetic equation@8#.

III. MOMENT EQUATIONS

We adapt the moment description based formally on
generalized gyrokinetic approach of Bernstein and Catto@8#.
The first application of a set of generalized gyrokinetic va
ables introduced by Bernstein and Catto yieldsf 15 f 2 f 0,
which is smaller by an order of 1/V as compared to that in
the conventional gyrokinetic theory. Thus by repeated ind
tions, Bernstein and Catto could evaluatef 1, which is second
order in 1/V, thereby recovering a value off 0 which is cor-
rect up to first order in 1/V. A generalization of the approac
of Bernstein and Catto can be considered formally by ass
ing that gyrocenter variables can be found which depend
w through order (1/V)N. This would then lead to a value o
f 1 which is of order (1/V)N11 and f 0 which is correct to
order (1/V)N. The gyrokinetic prescription would be corre
to all orders forN→`.

In a one-dimensional case where variation exists o
alongx ~see Fig. 1!, we begin by considering a generalize
gyrokinetic equation for the ion distribution functionf 0

5 f (v i ,m,r ,w),

sinu v̄ i
] f 0

]r x
1cosu v̄1

] f 0

]r x
1 v̄̇ i

] f 0

]v i
5c1s, ~13!

where the overline denotes a gyrophase averaging as
scribed by Bernstein and Catto@8#, r ,w, andm represent the
generalized gyrocenter, gyrophase, and angular momen
respectively, whilev i andv1 are the components of the gen
eralized gyrocenter velocity alongB and ê1, respectively.
The gyrocenter variables are assumed to be known to
orders to account for the large cross-field drifts@8#. The
quantitiesc ands are the gyroaveraged contributions of co
lisions and source, respectively. No spatial variation is
sumed alongy ~i.e.,]/]y50), and for rest of the treatment
is understood thatr[x.

As the cross-field driftv̄1 of an ion couples with the par
allel velocity v̄ i[v i through the self-consistent preshea
electric field@3# E, a nonlinear couplingC can now be intro-
duced,

v̄15C~x,v i! v i . ~14!

Since in rest of the treatment we are interested in
averaged quantities, we assume theC to depend only on the
average parallel velocityui5^v i&, where the averagêA& of
a functionA is defined as
2-3
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^A&5

E A f d3v

E f d3v
. ~15!

The Eq.~14! would therefore be reduced to

v̄15C~x,ui!v i5a~x! v i . ~16!

Coming back to Eq.~13!, one can therefore rewrite it as

kv i
] f 0

]x
1 v̄̇ i

] f 0

]v i
5c1s, ~17!

where

k5@sinu1a cosu# ~18!

and

v̇ i5~qiE/mi !sinu. ~19!

The moments of gyrokinetic equation~17! produce estima-
tions for the conservation of particles, momentum, and
ergy in terms of couplinga(x). Since the electrons ar
strongly magnetized and react instantaneously to pote
variations along the magnetic field, their density can
given by the Boltzmann distribution. Therefore in th
quasineutral region of the presheath,

n~x!5ne~x!5n0exp~2qef/Te!, ~20!

wheref is the electrostatic potential,n0 is the density atx
50, andTe is the electron temperature which is assum
constant in the region.

The source of plasmas5s(x,v) is assumed to have
stationary Maxwellian velocity distribution with temperatu
Ts ,

s~x,v !5s0~x!g~v,Ts!, ~21!

where the functions0(x) determines the spatial variation o
the source intensity andg(v,T) is a stationary Maxwellian
velocity distribution with temperatureT,

g~v,T!5~mi /2pT!3/2exp~2miv
2/2T!, ~22!

where

v25v i
21v1

21vy
2 . ~23!

However, we assume a uniform source and uses0(x)5s0 in
the present treatment.

The weak ion-neutral collisions are modeled using
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook~BGK!-type collision term@14#

c52n f 01nn~x!g~v,Tn!, ~24!

wheren is the ion-neutral collision frequency andg(v,Tn)
represents the velocity distribution of background neutr
with temperatureTn .
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In general, thej th moment of the gyrokinetic equatio
~17! is given by

k
]

]xE v i
jv i f 0d3v1

qi

mi
Ei E v i

j] f 0

]v i
d3v5E v i

j~c1s!d3v.

~25!

The valuesj 50,1, and 2 yield particle conservation, balan
of parallel momentum, and the parallel energy flux, resp
tively, given by the following equations:

k
]

]x
~nui!5s0 , ~26!

k
]

]x S nui
21

pi

mi
D5n

qi

mi
Ei2nnui , ~27!

k
]

]x S nui
313ui

pi

mi
D52nui

qi

mi
Ei1

s0

mi
Ts2nnui

2

2
nn

mi
~Ti2Tn!, ~28!

whereui is the flow velocity along the magnetic field and th
quantitiespi , Ts , andTn are defined as follows:

pi5nTi5E mi~v i2ui!
2f 0~x,v !d3v, ~29!

Ts5E miv i
2g~v,Ts!d

3v, ~30!

Tn5E miv i
2g~v,Tn!d3v. ~31!

It is assumed for simplicity that the distribution remains a
proximately symmetric around the mean velocity, and
thermal energy flux

Qt5E mi~v i2ui!
3f 0~x,v !d3v ~32!

has therefore been neglected. However, for an exact tr
ment a profile forQ needs to be drawn from the kineti
results@9#. Substituting Eq.~26! in Eq. ~27! yields the equa-
tion of the momentum balance,

nuik
]ui

]x
52k

]

]x S pi

mi
D1n

qi

mi
Ei2nnui2s0ui . ~33!

An equation of state governing the variation in ion pre
sure can now be derived from Eqs.~26!–~28! as follows:

k
]pi

]x
53Tik

]n

]x
1s0mui1

s0

ui
~Ts23Ti !1nmnui

2
nn

ui
~Ti2Tn!. ~34!
2-4
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FIG. 2. Normalized parallel flow velocity
ui /(Te /mi)

1/2; curves from bottom to top corre
spond tou50.8°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.
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Substituting Eq.~34! into Eq. ~33! yields the equation of
force balance for the ion fluid,

~uis
2 2ui

2!
]ui

]x
5~uis

2 12ui
2!

s0

kn
1

s0

kn S Ts23Ti

mi
D1

2n

k
ui

2

2
n

k S Ti2Tn

mi
D , ~35!

where the quantityuis is similar to a local sound velocity

uis
2 5

1

k FsinuS Te13Ti

mi
D1a cosuS 3Ti

mi
D G . ~36!

The second term in relation~36! represents the additiona
contribution arising from the random component of the d
generated due to the coupling of the driftv̄1 with the random
parallel velocity (v i2ui). We now write the particle conser
vation equation~26! in the form

k
]n

]x
5

1

ui
S s02nk

]ui

]x D . ~37!

Each of the coupled equations~37!, ~35!, and ~34! has a
singularity atui5uis through the derivative dui /dx. The ve-
locity at the singular point differs from the usual ion acous
speedcs as a consequence of coupling between parallel
perpendicular velocities given by Eq.~16!. Besides this, the
singularity atui50 in Eq. ~34! indicates that at the singula
point x50, the value of the parallel ion temperatureTi0 is
determined by the source and neutral temperatures,Ts and
Tn , respectively. However, the relationship between the
rameters atx50 would depend upon the values of deriv
tives of the density and temperature. A suitable option is
assumex50 as a point of symmetry such that both the
derivatives could be set to zero andTi0 could be determined
02641
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for given values ofTs andTn . The starting valueTi0 of the
ion temperature is therefore obtained by substituting

]n

]x
50,

]pi

]x
50, and ui50 ~38!

in Eqs.~37! and ~34!, which yields

n05s0S k
]ui

]x U
x50

D 21

~39!

and Ti05
s0Ts1nn0Tn

3s01nn0
. ~40!

It is clear from Eq.~39! that s0 scales with the bulk density
n(x50)5n0. As no collisional coupling is assumed betwe
parallel and perpendicular temperatures, the latter rem
unchanged in the presheath and is equal to the source
peratureTs . Since the ion Larmor radiusr i is determined by
perpendicular temperatureT' , Ti0 relates tor i through Eq.
~40!.

IV. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE FLUID MODEL

As the present treatment assumes that the cross-field d
of ions are known to all orders and the couplinga5u1 /ui
can be derived exactly for the ions, obtaining the solutions
fluid equations~34!, ~35!, and ~37! requiresu1 and ui be
determined self-consistently. In a collisionless~or weakly
collisional! steady state, the transverse flow velocitiesu1 and
uy are the averageŝv̄1& and^v̄y&, which evolve according to
the transverse equations

ux

]u1

]x
5

qi

mi
E cosu1

qi

mi
uyB, ~41!
2-5
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FIG. 3. Normalized densityn/n0; curves from
top to bottom correspond tou50.8°, 30°, 60°,
and 90°.
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and ux

]uy

]x
52

qi

mi
u1B, ~42!

when they are solved with the asymptotic starting valu
obtained from the approximation of ‘‘weak inhomogeneit
@3#. Hereux5(sinuui1cosuu1). Equations~41! and~42! are
therefore integrated numerically along with the fluid equ
tions ~34!, ~35!, and~37! to calculatea self-consistently. In
order to determine the suitable boundary conditions
nonoscillatory solutions, Eqs.~41! and~42! are considered a
the bulk presheath interface, where the gradients of the cr
field velocities vanish providing the starting values

u150 and uy5~E/B!cosu. ~43!

The starting value of parallel velocity gradient,Dui /Dx,
is determined from the desired value of density atx50, in
accordance with Eq.~39!. It is also important that the inte
gration could be started only from the locationx5Dx and
not from x50, thereby avoiding the occurrence of a log
rithmic divergence of the density@15# at x50, where E
→0. The equations are thus integrated until the singula
ui5uis is encountered.
02641
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now discuss the numerical solutions for the collisio
less case withn50. The results presented here all corr
spond to the choiceTs5Te and the presheath region whic
measures 10r i alongx. The parallel velocityui as a function
of x/r i is plotted at various values ofu in Fig. 2, which
shows that at normal incidence (u590°), the singularityui
5uis occurs at its conventional value of the local sound v
locity cs5@(Te1gTi)/mi #

1/2 ~though lower than the value
cs0 as the ion temperature drops belowTi0 with x). How-
ever, at oblique incidences (u,90°) an additional effect is
present due to the presence of nonzero cross-field flows,
the singularity occurs atui5uis,cs , i.e., at a value smalle
than the local sound velocitycs , where the relation betwee
uis and cs is described by Eq.~36!. Thus at the oblique
incidence an additional drop is present in the parallel vel
ity at the sheath edge. The profile ofui ~and the other mo-
ments! for u560° remains indistinguishable from that fo
90° due to a very small variation at the larger angles.

The density profiles are plotted in Fig. 3. There is
expected density drop across the presheath of approxima
n0/2 at the normal incidence (u590°). As opposed to the
isothermal treatments@16–19#, the density does not drop ex
s;
FIG. 4. Normalized transverse flow velocitie
curves representing~a! u1 /(Te /mi)

1/2 ~from top
to bottom! and~b! uy /(Te /mi)

1/2 ~from bottom to
top! correspond tou50.8°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.
2-6
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FIG. 5. The normal flow velocityux normal-
ized to (Te /mi)

1/2; curves from bottom to top
correspond tou50.8°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.
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actly to half of its bulk valuen0, since ion temperature i
allowed to vary according to the equation of state~34!. A
smaller density drop is recovered with the angleu becoming
smaller.

Cross-field flowsu1 anduy are plotted in Fig. 4 for vari-
ous values ofu. Both the transverse flows are zero in t
case of normal incidence (u590°). The flow u1 shows a
maxima at an intermediate angle and reduces sharplyu
→0. This confirms thatu1 is similar to an averaged polar
ization drift effect ~proportional to the product ofE18 and
uisinu), which is nonzero only at the oblique incidence@20#
(0°,u,90°).

Interestingly, the magnitude ofu1 becomes sufficiently
high and almost comparable touy at certain angles. This als
indicates that at small to intermediate anglesu1 makes a
02641
significant contribution to the normal flowux . A strong de-
pendence of angleu can be seen on the value of normal flo
ux as plotted in Fig. 5, whereux tends to vanish at smalleru.
A difference is evident from the conventional fluid solutio
where profiles forux with different u converge to a unique
valuecs at the sheath edge. The parallel ion temperatureTi
as plotted in Fig. 6 shows a drop at all values of angleu.
However the drop reduces with angleu becoming smaller,
showing that the maximum cooling occurs at the normal
cidence. This observation, in view of a reducingui at the
sheath edge, confirms that the parallel velocity indeed
comes subsonic at the sheath edge with reducingu. Also the
value ofTi at x50 is Ts/3 in accordance with Eq.~40!.

The caseu590° could be compared with a collisionles
unmagnetized case as studied by Scheuer and Emmer@9#.
e
o

FIG. 6. Normalized parallel temperatur
Ti /Te ; curves from bottom to top correspond t
u50.8°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.
2-7
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Since no transverse flow exists, in this case the values on,
ui , andTi at the solid surface show a reasonable agreem
with the collisionless results of Scheuer and Emmert as
sented in Table I.

For the minimum value of the angle of incidence f
which numerical solutions are obtained (u50.8°), the flow
ui approaches the singularity at a considerably smaller va
compared to localcs . This limitation of the model could be
explained in the following terms. As can be seen from Fig
the normal velocityux , which is equal to the parallel veloc
ity ui for u590°, becomes very small asu→0. This hap-
pens as only a smallu1 could be generated and also the flo
ui in this case has a very smallx component. No transport to
the wall therefore is possible in the present model in
tremely grazing incidences. In order to recover a suffici
ux in an extremely grazing or wall parallel magnetic fiel
either anE3B friction @3# or some other external mecha
nism ~e.g., a turbulent electric field@6# Ey) must be present
This could be verified by introducing a frictional term
2nyf in Eq. ~42!, and the resulting profiles forux are pre-
sented in Fig. 7, where a friction is allowed (nyÞ0) alongy.
The normal flow velocityux plotted for different values of

TABLE I. Values of density, parallel velocity, and parallel tem
perature at the wall, obtained in the present treatment asu→90°,
and those reported by Scheuer and Emmert for a collisionless
magnetized case.

Present treatment Scheuer and Emme

Moments u570° u580° u590° Unmagnetized
n a 0.497 0.496 0.495 0.486
ui

b 1.204 1.209 1.212 1.220
Ti

c 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.162

aNormalized ton0.
bNormalized to (Te /mi)

1/2.
cNormalized toTe .
02641
nt
e-

e

,

-
t

ratio d5ny /V i shows that a finiteny does enhance the mag
nitude of ux even when the angleu approaches zero. To
lowest order, a collisional diffusion in the present gyrokine
ics based model is the result of an effectiveF3B drift in the
gyrokinetic equation, whereF represents an average chan
in the translational momentum of an ion gyrocenter ove
single gyroperiod due to the collisions. The collision fr
quencyn as included in Eq.~35! therefore does not produc
any zero-order drift alongê1. However, the temperatureTi in
the nÞ0 case would depend upon the absolute value
source strengths0. This is evident from the relation~40!,
since if n is finite, the valueTi0 at x50 depends upon the
factor s0 /n0, whereasTi0 is independent ofs0 or n0 and is
equal toTs/3 in the collisionless presheath (n50).

To summarize, in this paper we have analyzed the str
ture of a source-driven magnetized presheath when the m
netic field is at an angle to the solid surface. In contrast t
collisional presheath, the boundary value of normal flo
does show a strong dependence on the angle of incidenu
in a source-driven presheath. In the cases of oblique i
dence the parallel and normal flow velocities approach s
sonic values at the sheath edge, while, at very grazing i
dence a flow to the solid surface is possible only by mean
an alternate mechanism, e.g., friction along theE3B direc-
tion or an external electric field alongy.

It should, however, be emphasized that the kinetic effe
~e.g., open and closed orbit structures@21# and a preferential
loss of ions@6#! become important very close to the sol
surface, as no mechanism is present to isotropize the velo
distribution of ions in a collisionless case@13#. A purely ki-
netic treatment of a source-driven oblique presheath wh
also connects asymptotically to a quiescent bulk is there
nontrivial, and a careful numerical approach@22# is neces-
sary. Finally, the sheath singularity persisting in current
lutions suggests that an electrostatic sheath must be pre
whose function is to ensure an equal amount of flux of el
trons to the absorbing surface, the standard Bohm sh

n-
d

FIG. 7. The normal flowux normalized to

(Te /mi)
1/2; curves from top to bottom correspon

to d5ny /V i50, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8.
2-8
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model however accepts only a supersonic entrance velo
The possibility of an alternate mechanism should theref
be discussed, which replaces the conventional Bohm sh
in the magnetized regime. It is worthwhile here to menti
that the nonconventional treatment of the magnetized sh
by Hollandet al. @6#, which uses the kinetic ion-loss effect
could provide an alternate mechanism for ensuring an e
flux of electrons and ions to the absorbing surface wh
eliminating the requirement of the Bohm criterion at ve
grazing incidence to the solid surface. However, a smo
n

-
n-

02641
ty.
e
th

th

al
e

th

transition to such a magnetized sheath would essentially
volve reconsidering the present gyrokinetics based presh
model with an enhanced cross-field mobility of ions~compa-
rable to the electron mobility along the field lines! arising
mainly from the kinetic ion-loss effects at grazing incidenc
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